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This illustrated treatise on Magic Squares covers:

the history of Magic Squares●

information about the general classes of Magic Squares●

various formulae for creating Magic Squares●

detailed analyses of 3 x 3, 4 x 4 and 5 x 5 Magic Squares●

variations on Magic Squares●

Magic Square routines, puzzles and presentations, including 'one novel contribution by the author which●

combines origami (the Crossed Box Pleat) with a Magic Square, The Origami Magic Square' (Eddie
Dawes, M.I.M.C., in The Magic Circular)
as well as references to approximately 40 other works on Magic Squares and mnemonics and over 40 pages●

of detailed Appendices.

Note that many of the magical routines are not explained, since the secrets are not mine to reveal, although
the book does cross-reference all of the necessary sources.

Comments from reviews by other magicians and mathematicians include:

'... the definitive work on Magic Squares for years to come' (Joe Riding, M.I.M.C.)

'... a significant addition to the literature of magic squares' (Eddie Dawes, M.I.M.C., in The Magic Circular)

'... a splendid piece of work' (Alan Shaxon, M.I.M.C.)

'I wish a book like this would have been available to me a long time ago' (Jules Lenier)

'... an excellent reference book ...' (Michael Close in Magic)

'... I can honestly say that I have never seen such a thorough treatise on magic squares anywhere ...' (Andrew
Jeffrey, Head of Maths, St Aubyns School, Rottingdean)
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From reader reviews:

Cheryl Fenske:

Do you have favorite book? In case you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to be aware of everything in the world. Each reserve has different aim or goal; it means that
reserve has different type. Some people truly feel enjoy to spend their time to read a book. These are reading
whatever they consider because their hobby is usually reading a book. What about the person who don't like
reading a book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book after they found difficult problem or maybe
exercise. Well, probably you will want this Magic Squares.

Charles McCreery:

As people who live in the modest era should be up-date about what going on or information even knowledge
to make them keep up with the era which can be always change and advance. Some of you maybe will
update themselves by reading through books. It is a good choice for you personally but the problems coming
to anyone is you don't know which one you should start with. This Magic Squares is our recommendation so
you keep up with the world. Why, because this book serves what you want and need in this era.

Kim Phillips:

This Magic Squares usually are reliable for you who want to be a successful person, why. The main reason
of this Magic Squares can be on the list of great books you must have is actually giving you more than just
simple reading through food but feed an individual with information that possibly will shock your prior
knowledge. This book is handy, you can bring it almost everywhere and whenever your conditions
throughout the e-book and printed kinds. Beside that this Magic Squares giving you an enormous of
experience like rich vocabulary, giving you tryout of critical thinking that could it useful in your day action.
So , let's have it and luxuriate in reading.

Nicolas Olsen:

Playing with family in a park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with buddies is thing that
usually you may have done when you have spare time, in that case why you don't try thing that really
opposite from that. A single activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you have been ride on and with addition info. Even you love Magic Squares, it is possible to enjoy
both. It is excellent combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh
seriously its mind hangout people. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its identified as reading
friends.
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